HAPPY ENDING STORIES
ABOUT DOLPHINS, GAZELLES AND OTHER SPECIAL BABY ANIMALS

THE BOOK
Ten stories about baby animals who find themselves dealing with adversities, the unforeseen and whatever life will put in their way. Ten different adventures to make children able to claim their own right to grow up and realize their dreams. Through delightful stories and beautiful illustrations that will remain in everybody’s heart, this collection deals with important and universal issues such as courage, respect for differences, growth, death, friendship and much more.

THE AUTHORS
The text is by a group of children, who have attended a storytelling workshop meant to help them to deal with difficulties and give them the tools to struggle for their own happy ending.

ANNALISA BEGHELLI, illustrations
A young and eclectic architect with a passion for illustrations. She realizes editorial projects and illustrations for children books.

Series: STORIES WITH WINGS
A series of enthralling illustrated books in which to lose yourself amidst tales, fables, myths and legends, and also to appreciate all the different styles of story-telling.

Illustrated volumes bound with paperboard cover • 72 pages
In 17 x 20 cm format
Age: from 6 years upwards
€ 16,90